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Lecture Capture for iPad - Must have tool for educators
Published on 01/27/14
DJ Mobile Software Solutions has announced Lecture Capture 2.1 for iPad, a must have tool
for anyone working with mobile learning or just anyone trying to document something.
Lecture Capture allows users to create video recordings of their voice and interactive
whiteboard, that they can draw on using their fingers. It allows for importing pictures
from the Photo Roll or making new ones and including them in the app. The app also offers
several different background options.
Brooklyn, Florida - DJ Mobile Software Solutions has announced the release of Lecture
Capture 2.1 for iPad. This application is a must have tool in your mobile learning
toolbox. You can use it for voice-over of your images, or documents.
Lecture Capture allows to create video recordings of your voice and interactive blackboard
that you can draw on using your fingers. The app allows you for importing pictures from
the Photo Roll or making new ones and including them in the app. Lecture Capture be paused
and restarted anytime you want. Furthermore, the app offers of several different options
of background:
* Solid color
* Image background
* Live video as a background
* Line paper
* Graph paper
It's a must have tool for anyone working with mobile learning. It can be used also for
fun.Possible applications of this app include but are not limited to:
* Lecture recording
* Giving feedback
* Giving any kind of instructions
* Voice Over
Lecture capture offers various ways of sharing your recordings:
1) It can be uploaded to the remote server and you can share an unique link to it with
your users.
2) It can be saved to the Camera roll, from where you can email it, upload to YouTube or
even send the message containing it.
3) Recording can be accessed from your iTunes on PC/Mac once you can connect you iPad to
the computer.
Limitations:
There are virtually no limitations of length of recording that can be made with this app,
but there is a limit of 100 MB per recording that can be uploaded to our server. Also you
need to register in order to start uploading the recordings to our server. Registration is
free.
User Comments:
"Great App!" - by Shake A Snacker - Version 1.7 - Feb 16, 2013
"This is really great for recording narrations that synchronize with content that you can
draw on the board. Really helpful."
"Great!!" - by Marlanzo - Version 1.6 - Jan 9, 2013
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"I really like this app. It is going to help tremendously! I like the simplicity and the
ease of use. It is also affordable. One suggestion I have is maybe allow the video
recorder to record with the iPads rear camera so that I can record the whiteboard of my
teachers lecture and then draw on top on that. That would make this project truly
revolutionary to my school experience. GREAT APP!!!"
"Easy to use - amazing tool!" - by dmoberry - Version 1.4 - Nov 9, 2012
"This app couldn't be simpler to use. I had my first recording finished in less than five
minutes after the download. I like the flexibility it offers in pen type, pen color, and
background options. I plan to use this in my training and consulting work. It will add a
lot of value. Thank you!"
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 5.1 or later
* 3.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Lecture Capture 2.1 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Education category.
Lecture Capture 2.1:
http://djmobilesoftware.com/Apps/LectureCapture/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/lecture-capture/id552262316
Instructions (PDF):
http://djmobilesoftware.com/screencapture/helpfiles/lecturecapture.pdf
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/e1/9a/72/e19a7286-8483-7489-451c-0a345849f731/scr
een480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/081/Purple/v4/41/11/cb/4111cb78-04a8-3c61-b493-2e3f36954f
2b/mzl.ycegpgaz.175x175-75.jpg

DJ Mobile Software Solutions offers software solutions for individual users or
corporations. No matter how big your project is, don't hesitate to contact us. The company
specializes in developing mobile applications including iOS and Android, cloud computing
based on Amazon AWS, ebooks, creating ePubs and other online publications. Copyright (C)
2014 DJ Mobile Software Solutions. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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